Baden-Württemberg programs are some of the most robust and respected programs academically, consistently strong in supporting participating students.

The Oregon Baden-Württemberg exchange program is a state-to-state and Oregon-wide, cooperative exchange program that in the last 50 years has allowed over 1,500 students from each state to study abroad through an exchange model that has been emulated by several other states and provinces. The program is subsidized by government funds from Germany making this one of the best value programs for UO students to participate in. Semester and full year students receive automatic partial scholarships.

Students are supported by Oregon’s full-time country director based at Tübingen. Students with advanced German can study immediately in their chosen field, those with no previous German can choose from a variety of programs taught fully in English, and students with one year of German take a full year program starting with intensive language in preparation for courses in their field the second semester.

Visiting Speaker:  
Martina Schumacher  
Director of International Programs  
Hochshule der Medien

Schumacher will discuss semester programs in English for journalism, communications and design students.